
6.1 Feng Shui Case Study 1-Period 5 House setting 

 

 

My good friend is kind enough for me to use her father’s house Feng Shui inspection as a case 

study.  This house was built a rough forty years ago; a lot of things can be predicted in this 

house.  I have used my ‘Lo Kang’ to find out the actual direction and plotted the following 

flying star chart for your easy reference. 

 

Period 5 setting- Sits on 181 degrees (South) and faces 1 degree (North) The first floor of the 

house area is as below: 
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Mountain Star in Charge of Person while Water Star in charge of Wealth 

My analysis 



First observation: 

I’ve told my friend that accordingly to flying star analysis, this is an auspicious house 

setting with Good Mountain and Good Water stars located at its ideal sectors.  But 

the surrounding topography with slightly bad mountains and without clear water was 

found as a result a set-back on this auspicious setting.  

 

The truth: The owner does not have to worry about financial situation and gave birth to 5 sons 

and daughters since moved into this house. Even the first son had given birth to his first born in 

this house ten years ago. 

 

2nd Observation: 

The Northwest sector 896 flying stars orientation in kitchen affected the relationship of son and 

father. 

 

The truth: The eldest in was on constant arguments with father and left the house numerous 

times after big ‘fight’ with father. Only after both moved out from this house to find their 

relationship became better. 

 

3rd Observation: 

The southeast corner 124 flying stars orientation in the bedroom (parents) will result in scholars, 

or writers alike. 

 

The truth: My client’s father was a well dressed scholar that often writes column on his spare 

time. 

 

4th Observation 

The southwest sector of 342 flying stars orientation with toilet and washroom located here will 

lessen the arguments among family members except the elder son.  

 

The truth: A healthy and harmony family members with the exception of the elder son and 

father’s relationships. (Refer 2nd observation) 

Foote note: 

Period 5 is from 1944 to 1963 

Period 6 is from 1964-1983 

Period 7 is from 1984-2003 

Period 8 is from 2004-2023 

 

 


